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. . . . . . . . . . . .Q: Mysql database design - what's the best way to store a list of colors? I'm making a simple web app that has a large list of colors, users can search for them, but ultimately I'd like to be able to add additional colors later. Right now I'm using table with id, name, and hexcode. What's the best way to add new colors? Alternatively, should I just make a simple
table with id, name, hexcode, and color_id? (Would this be the correct way to do it if my goal is just the most efficient storage of information?) A: You could do something like that, if you want to keep a historical archive of all colors added. If you want to allow the user to add new colors, maybe you should consider designing the rest of the database and integrate it with
your web app with a simple web interface. Mesmerize with previous and present shows, you can order a DVD or download the recording from the website. On Tour Got questions? Ask the experts! See what we’ve been working on as we tour the US, Canada and Europe this year. Watch our videos from recent gigs or request a specific show to attend! Donate to the Beauty
and the Beast Foundation Of Beauty and the Beast "When the lights dim, sometimes you need to close your eyes and go somewhere, where everything is safe and nothing will harm you, and where there’s no worry or pain, no death, no loss, no regret. If you’re lucky, you might even fall in love and live happily ever after."Q: How is a class instance initialized with its public
members set to private in java? I am trying to compile the following java code. class Test{ public void test(){ System.out.println("testing"); } private void method(){ System.out.println("test"); } } public class Test1 { public static void main(String[] args) { Test t= new Test();
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#include class string { public: string(char const *); char const * data; string(string const&); }; int main() { string s; s = "abc"; cout size = (d.size() + 1); } string::string(string const & s) { data = (s.data); this->size = s.size; } Output: [ab] 13 ab This is no surprise, if I debug, the constructors are not called. What I want to do: (1) string s1; (2) s1 = s2; (3) cout f30f4ceada
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